
Configuration of DeskArtes IDS/RT 4.5 for Mac OS X         20.7.2005


Installation procedure and DAconfig script:

The program installation procedure and the DAconfig script do the following configurations:

1. Enable the atrun with changes in the "/etc/crontab" file.
2. Change user .bashrc file for loading DeskArtes environment definitions.
3. Change user .xinitrc file to replace the Quartz window manager with the Motif window manager.
4. Change user .Xdefaults file to add suitable settings for Motif window manager (mwm).

If some of these automatic configurations fail, it is possible to do the same changes manually. Also there are some other configuration changes that can only be done manually.


Enabling the atrun:

To be able to schedule the ExTrace batch processes with the at-command, the system atrun has to be enabled. This is done by editing the file "/etc/crontab".

Note: The file can only be edited with the root account.

First remove the #-character from the beginning of the line

#*/5   *   *   *   *   root   /usr/libexec/atrun

Then change */5 to */1 to make atrun to check its queues once in every minute.
The resulting line would then be:

*/1   *   *   *   *   root   /usr/libexec/atrun


Enabling root account:

If the system root account is disabled, it can be enabled with the command
"Security->Enable root user"
in the Mac OS X Netinfo Manager.  You can find the Netinfo Manager in the Finder window directory "Applications/Utilities".


Loading DeskArtes environment for Bash-shell:

Add the following line in the .bashrc file in the user home directory. 

. /Applications/DeskArtes/System/DA.bashrc

If the user does not have .bashrc, create a new file with that name and insert the line there.


Loading DeskArtes environment for C-shell (csh, tcsh):

If the user has C-shell as login shell, add the following line in the .cshrc file in the user home directory. 

source /Applications/DeskArtes/System/DA.cshrc

If the user does not have .cshrc, create a new file with that name and insert the line there.


Loading DeskArtes environment for Korn-shell (ksh):

If the user has Korn-shell as login shell, add the following line in the .env file in the user home directory. 

. /Applications/DeskArtes/System/DA.env

If the user does not have .env, create a new file with that name and insert the line there.

Then check that the user also has a .profile file in his home directory and that it contains the following line.

export ENV=$HOME/.env

If this line is not found there, add it.
If the user does not have .profile, create a new file with that name and insert the line there.

Note: The Korn-shell settings files, .profile and .env, are also read by the Bash. So you should not add both these and the Bash settings files, if you are running Bash.


Creating local model database for a user:

As default all the users have one common database directory 
(/Applications/DeskArtes/CXBASE) where new model directories are created.

If there are many users running DeskArtes IDS/RT on the same machine, it might be preferable to create a separate local database for each user.

A local model database can be created as follows.

1. Create a new directory, for example /Users/da/CXBASE
2. Copy the subdirectories DA_MATERIALS, DA_PRIMITIVES and DA_TEXTURES from the default database to this new directory.
3. Change the environment variable DA_DECABASE to point to the new directory.

Changing the environment variable depends on the login shell of the user.

If the user has Bash as login shell, add the following line to the user .bashrc file, after the line loading the default DeskArtes environment.

export DA_DECABASE=/Users/da/CXBASE

If the user has C-shell (csh, tcsh) as login shell, add the following line to the user .cshrc file, after the line loading the default DeskArtes environment.

setenv  DA_DECABASE  /Users/da/CXBASE

If the user has Korn-shell (ksh) as login shell, add the following line to the user .env file, after the line loading the default DeskArtes environment.

export DA_DECABASE=/Users/da/CXBASE


Changing the startup model directory for a user:

As default the contents of the model database is shown in the File Window, when the DeskArtes IDS is started. In the Rapid Tools the default startup model directory is the home directory of the user.

You can override these by defining an environment variable DA_STARTDIR. 
As the value of the variable you give the path of the startup directory, for example 
"/Users/da/models/test".

Defining the environment variable depends on the login shell of the user.

If the user has Bash as login shell, add the following line to the user .bashrc file.

export DA_STARTDIR=/Users/da/models/test

If the user has C-shell (csh, tcsh) as login shell, add the following line to the user .cshrc file.

setenv  DA_STARTDIR  /Users/da/models/test

If the user has Korn-shell (ksh) as login shell, add the following line to the user .env file.

export DA_STARTDIR=/Users/da/models/test

In this example case the contents of the "models" directory would be shown in the right side list of the File Window. The "test" directory would be selected in the right side list and its contents shown in the middle list of the File window.


Replace the Quartz window manager with the Motif window manager:

The DeskArtes IDS/RT is designed to be run with the certain window manager modes, like focus following the pointer movement. These modes are not fully supported by the Apple Quartz window manager (quartz-wm), so replacing it with the Motif window manager (mwm) is usually needed.

The replacement is done by editing the file .xinitrc in the user home directory and changing the Quartz window manager startup line

exec  quartz-wm

to Motif window manager startup line

exec  /sw/bin/mwm

If there is no .xinitrc file in the user home directory, you can make a copy of the X11 default Xinitrc file "/usr/X11R6/lib/X11/Xinit/Xinitrc", and rename it to .xinitrc.


Define the Motif window manager settings:

To get the Motif window manager to run in a suitable mode for DeskArtes IDS/RT, add the following lines in the .Xdefaults file in the user home directory. 

Mwm*keyboardFocusPolicy: pointer
Mwm*colormapFocusPolicy: pointer
Mwm*clientAutoPlace:     False
Mwm*interactivePlacement: False
Mwm*positionIsFrame:     True
Mwm*positionOnScreen:     False
Mwm*buttonBindings:      IdsButtonBindings
Mwm*resizeBorderWidth:   5

If the user does not have .Xdefaults file in his home directory, just create a new file with that name and insert the lines there.


Changing X11 to full screen mode:

The DeskArtes IDS/RT can also be run in the X11 "normal" mode, so this change is not necessarily needed. In the full screen mode the Mac OS X top menu and the dock are however not shown and therefore working with the DeskArtes IDS/RT in that mode is probably more convenient.

When X11 is running, select from its menus "X11->Preferences" and then output page. In the output page select the "Full screen mode" option.


Mouse settings:

In the DeskArtes IDS/RT all three mouse buttons are in use for different commands. Especially in the modern wheel mouses the default functions of the buttons are not suitable for DeskArtes use, so you have to change the settings.

For example for the Logitech mouses the settings are changed from the "System settings->Logitech Control Center". The suitable button settings for DeskArtes IDS/RT are the following.

Name		Assigned action
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Left Button	Click
Right Button	Advanced Click ->  Click Type: Click   Button number: 2
Wheel Button	Advanced Click ->  Click Type: Click   Button number: 3
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



